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Housing the Dead Among the Living: The Role of the Urban Graveyard in New Orleans, Louisiana 

Since the 1840s, urban planners and concerned citizens have worked to remove graveyards 

from American cities, responding to anxieties over public health risks and making death less visible 

and intrusive in the urban environment.  Placing cemeteries on the edge of town, where vast spaces 

could be allotted for foliage, greenery, and winding roads in between respectable and often 

minimalist graves, (McDowell, 137) proponents of the rural cemetery movement and many Anglo-

Americans felt that distance from the increasingly busy urban center was necessary to show 

appropriate reverence for the deceased.  The city was no place for the dead, and the dead were not 

for the city. (Yalom, 43-47) 

 Yet one American city has stood out since its founding in regards to the rituals, geography, 

and architecture of death: New Orleans, Louisiana.  Facing high amounts of rainfall each year, and 

being situated below sea level and surrounded by swampland, New Orleans’ graves are nearly all 

above ground, compact and organized in efficient grids that echo the layout of the city.  Below-

ground burial was all but banned in the late 18th century after multiple instances of flooding resulted 

in the resurfacing of interred corpses.  Thus the tombs of New Orleans are above ground, imposing, 

and unable to be ignored.  (McDowell, 137-138) 

But it was not just geology that forced New Orleans to adopt burial customs different from 

those of other American cities. New Orleans was founded by the French, with its major cultural 

influences being French Catholic, West African, and Spanish. (Florence, 21) Given the discrepancies 

between Anglo-American and New Orleanian colonial and subaltern cultural influences, we can 

understand that death may have carried a historically different meaning in early New Orleans.  

Throughout the colonial period, the New Orleans population multiplied, and adapted and 

reinterpreted mortuary and burial practices, rituals, and architecture from the various parent 



countries.  (Brock, 7) Unlike in Anglo-America, death was not something to be shoved away or 

avoided.  (Upton, 141) Thus even after technology allowed for the lowering of the water table and 

thus the possibility of below-ground burial, New Orleanians continued to bury their loved ones 

above ground in beautiful, often lavish, tombs. (McDowell, 139) Nearly from their creation, New 

Orleans graveyards were intentionally urban and designed to be part of daily urban life.  

 Graveyards have remained a crucial neighborhood asset in New Orleans.  With more than 

40 graveyards within city limits, (Florence, forward) the New Orleans neighborhood cemetery is 

more similar to other cities’ urban parks than to their cemeteries, as their use is very public and 

common, varying the urban landscape and uses of urban space while serving as an informal 

community hub.  Their architecture, visibility, and integration into daily neighborhood life 

throughout the centuries make them living centers of culture and history unique to New Orleans. 

This paper seeks to examine the history of the simultaneous development of New Orleans 

neighborhoods with their urban graveyards, and to investigate the ways in which these graveyards 

are currently integrated into the city, serve as cultural and historical hubs, and remain vital 

community assets to neighborhood residents.   

 

Histor i cal  Background 
 
Early New Orleans: Colonial Rule and Pre-Urban Burials 

 
New Orleans, itself a port and a large immigration hub through the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries, has been praised by historians and tourists for its unique cultural blending and 

creation of a multicultural, creole identity.  With visible and lasting Spanish, French, and West 

African cultural influences, New Orleans is widely recognized as an American “other” for everything 

from its colonial history to its geology to its tradition of celebration. But one cannot separate the 

founding and sustaining of New Orleans from long and immense history of pain and struggle.  In a 



city where slavery, epidemics, and natural disasters multiple times wiped out 10 percent of the 

population of early New Orleans in a matter of months, (Florence, 19-21) it is no exaggeration to 

say that the city was built by survivors. (Starr, 163)  

While British colonizers in early America were applying British burial practices to their newly 

conquered territories—removing graves from the central city, minimizing gravemarkers, maintaining 

an immensely somber environment within the graveyard, and making memorial plaques closer and 

closer to flush with the ground in order to invisibilize death and suffering— (Yalom, 42-43) 

residents of New Orleans were aligning closer to French, Spanish, and West African practices by 

keeping their deceased relatives close to their active lives in the city.  The French and Spanish, 

violently alternating control throughout the colonial period, (Hermann, 7-9) honored their dead with 

elaborate graves and did not remove the sight of death from their home countries’ urban centers; 

they brought this ideology to early New Orleans through colonization. (Brock, 7) West African 

populations had longstanding traditions of ancestral worship, and brought such practices to New 

Orleans through the slave trade. (Yalom, 149) The West African populations in New Orleans were 

able to claim comparatively large amounts of power throughout the period of colonization and 

slavery, with a more prominently and more socio-politically involved freed black population.  

(Landers, 145) This visibility and relative power of the African-descended population allowed for 

many African traditions, especially those surrounding mysticism, healing, music, and death, to take 

on a prominent role in New Orleans culture.  White populations turned to those of African descent 

for advice and spiritual guidance surrounding issues of illness and death, and West African 

populations were able to create space for the tradition of playing and singing music at such events as 

funerals and burials.  (Yalom, 142, 149) Thus the varying cultures of the French, Spanish, and 

African populations were combined, though not without the pains of slavery and colonialism, to 

create a culture both familiar with and with reverence for death. It is understandable, then, that the 



population of early New Orleans chose to bury the bodies of their loved ones on the natural levees 

of the Mississippi River, right at the epicenter of the growing town. (Brock, 7) 

But this practice proved unseemly when the river rose or the city saw high volumes of rain, 

as the rising water table would force coffins and corpses to the surface and into the streets.  

(Florence, 9-10) The city was overwhelmingly Catholic, and Catholic doctrine demanded a proper 

burial (i.e. one that would not be disturbed by floodwaters) in order to ensure one’s passage into 

Heaven.  (Ibid, 25-26?)  As a response, the city opened St. Peters in 1718, the first official graveyard, 

located a further distance from the levy. The distance did not prevent the same problems from 

arising, and the graveyard was shut down shortly after its opening. (Yalom, 141) But the importance 

of proper burial and preservation of the body was so great among the New Orleans Catholic 

population that civilians united to enclose the graveyard, not as a means to try and isolate death, but 

rather to keep bodies from being washed away in the case of rain or flooding.  Together civilians of 

all class backgrounds—the rich providing funds and materials, the poor providing labor—worked to 

build a wall around St. Peter’s graveyard and reopen the site with a large celebration (the first of its 

kind in New Orleans) on All Saints’ Day of 1743. (Wilson and Huber, 7-8) 

During the period in which St. Peter’s graveyard was in use, the Spanish gained control of 

Louisiana from the long-time French colonizers, and the port town grew and began the transition 

into a more urbanized area.  But the rising population was temporarily halted by a major fire in 1788 

that destroyed 80% of the city’s infrastructure, and a subsequent epidemic that wiped out large 

numbers of the population.  (Ibid, 8-9) Given these disasters, St. Peter’s burial ground proved in 

insufficient for the numerous bodies, and given that disinterred bodies continued to be a problem, 

the Catholic Church of St. Louis opened St. Louis Number One later that year, the first above-

ground graveyard in New Orleans. (Florence, 15) (It is also the oldest active cemetery in New 

Orleans today.) With a shortage of natural stone near New Orleans and out of a need for frugality 



and structural stability, many of the early above-ground tombs were made of brick, structured 

similarly to bakers’ ovens, and whitewashed to give the appearance of a tombstone. (Wilson and 

Huber, 6, 10)  

Though the church sited St. Louis Number One on the edge of the city, it can be assumed 

that this was largely due to the possible public health concerns (i.e. fears of continued disinterment, 

a problem ultimately solved by above-ground tombs) rather than as a means to invisibilize death.  

Given the pace at which New Orleans was growing, it would have been relatively easy to predict that 

the city would subsume the graveyard relatively quickly, and it did.  Thus we can deduce that the 

initial siting of St. Louis Number One outside city limits was not out of a cultural fear of death.  

The constant presence of death in early New Orleans made it impossible to ignore issues of 

mortality. Funerary practices were very public and surrounded by ritual, as inspired by French, 

Spanish, and West African practices.  Though the graveyards of New Orleans were by no means 

exclusively somber, mourning of both a celebratory and painful nature were done very publically.  

Funeral notices were posted in Catholic churches and around town, and services often open to the 

public. (Florence, 32) Structurally, above-ground tombs allowed for the visibility of death that New 

Orleans culture demanded.  The new entombment method was a success. 

 

Development o f  the Modern New Orleans Graveyard 
 
The Nineteenth Century: Urbanization of New Orleans, Urbanization of Graveyards 
  

With the cultural and practical success of the above-ground tombs, such burial rituals 

became the norm.  This new burial method came just in time, as early nineteenth-century political 

changes and immigration significantly increased the population of the city, and thus increased the 

population of the locally deceased.  After a brief reclamation of Louisiana by French colonizing 

forces from 1802 to 1803, America gained control of New Orleans and the surrounding territory 



through the Louisiana Purchase of 1803, (Landers, 241) and the city continued to grow at an 

absorbent rate.  At the time of the purchase, the city boasted a population of 6,000, which had risen 

to 24,552 by 1810 due largely to an influx of Latin American refugees.  By 1820 the population had 

reached 41,000. (Wilson and Huber, 19) Throughout this time, the population remained 

overwhelmingly Catholic (aided largely by the fact that Louisiana made Catholicism the official state 

religion—at a time when the Anglo-American United States was touting separation of Church and 

state Louisiana seemed to take pay no mind).  (Florence, 20) Cremation being permitted by the 

Vatican only after 1962 (Yalom, 272), more and more land was needed to house the dead. 

 Despite the early 19th century population boom and the integration of Louisiana into the 

United States, French, Spanish, and West African religious, spiritual, linguistic, and cultural 

influences persisted.  This unique cultural blend was specific to this region, and the culture that 

developed became known as “creole.” (Regis, 472) Many immigrants (forced or otherwise) to New 

Orleans continued to be of French or African descent.  Since city was not culturally Anglicized, it 

did not adapt the British tradition of removing death from the central city and physically minimizing 

gravemarkers.  The increased need for land to house the dead thus did not result in a 

suburbanization of graveyards, but rather led to an increasingly large, public, and dense population 

of the dead within the city limits.  Even at this early era the tombs and burial practices of New 

Orleans served as a visible reminder of and a tie to a history that was different from the rest of 

America, situating the city early on as an American “other” who would not forget or abort its unique 

heritage. 

 As the 19th century wore on, the siting of the growing and multiplying graveyards within the 

city also ran contrary to developing Anglo-American cemetery practices, representing further 

insistence on visibility of a unique creole culture.  New Orleans’ mortuary practices ran directly 



counter to the Rural Cemetery Movement, which was sweeping the United States in the early and 

mid-19th century.   

A middle-class, anti-urbanist sentiment spreading throughout the United States saw 

problems the facing urban areas—overcrowding, odors, and anonymity—echoed directly in urban 

graveyards.  (Upton, 132-133) This sentiment led leaders in New Haven, Connecticut to build 

America’s first cemetery in the rural style in 1794. (Yalom, 43)  With an explicitly anti-urban bent, 

leaders of the Rural Cemetery Movement defamed the urban environment as being unfit for the 

dead, proclaiming that cemeteries needed a more somber and quiet atmosphere than that found in 

the city, and that passing by inner-city graveyards on a regular basis normalized death too much, 

making the sights of tombs too common and familiar, allowing civilians to absent-mindedly integrate 

the locally deceased into their daily lives and deny the dead the reverence the movement leaders felt 

they deserved. A more appropriate setting, they argued, was outside of town, not so far as to make it 

inaccessible but not so integrated into the city as to normalize death.  This new environment would 

feel more permanent than the bustle and constant change of the city.  Large green spaces were kept 

open within these new rural graveyards, with winding paths between graves, and larger tombs often 

built into to the sides of hills.  This allowed families to display their wealth through lavish tombs, but 

simultaneously integrated the graves into the natural scenery, making the tombs less imposing on the 

landscape.  Graveyards began to take on the look of expansive and elaborate garden grounds, and it 

was at this time that the word cemetery, translated from Greek merely as “dormitory,” or “place of 

sleep,” became dominant, removing any language of death, pain, or suffering.  The deceased were 

separated according to their race and class.  This model was further developed and promoted, and 

was a full blown movement by 1831, when local leaders and members of the Massachusetts 

Horticultural Society purchased an unheard of 71 acres outside of Boston to develop the largest 

rural cemetery to date, Mount Auburn.  This movement was prolific and spread quickly across the 



country; such contemporary major cities as Philadelphia, Baltimore, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Brooklyn, 

Pittsburgh, Atlanta, Milwaukee, and Chicago had expansive rural cemeteries by the middle of the 

century, and there were 66 large rural cemeteries by 1861. (Yalom, 43-48) In architecture, layout, and 

linguistics, the rural cemetery acted out of anti-urban sentiments to distance death both physically 

and mentally from the daily lives of urban dwellers, removing indications of painful history from the 

city.   

 Indeed, New Orleans graveyards ran counter to the ideas of the rural cemetery movement in 

nearly every point of architecture, layout, and use. The designs of New Orleans inner-city 

cemeteries, in fact, intentionally served to unite the urban neighborhood and the urban cemetery, the 

layout and architecture of the cemetery often eerily similar to the aesthetic of the surrounding 

neighborhood. Rather than being established on irregular plots of land, the graveyards were sited 

neatly within city blocks, allowing for the seamless physical integration of the graveyard into the 

neighborhood.  Arranged in a regular gridded pattern with narrow roads, the graveyards echoed very 

closely the layout of the city, much unlike the rural cemetery . (Upton, 135) Limited space being 

available in the New Orleans area, the graveyards were laid out very efficiently, with little to no green 

space existing within cemetery grounds, with tombs being placed so close together and with such 

house-like architecture that the sites got reputations for being immensely crowded and compact, 

much like the city itself. (Yalom, 142) At this time in the 19th century, the city was relatively racially 

integrated, and the New Orleans graveyards echoed this, as they did not designate separate areas for 

members of different races (Florence, 20) or classes, as the rural cemeteries did.  (Though early 

graveyards often had a specific area or an entirely separate graveyard for non-Catholics.)  (Wilson 

and Hubert, 11)  

The manner in which New Orleans graveyards reflected the surrounding New Orleans 

neighborhood was as unique as the existence of New Orleans itself—a hub of relative racial and 



socioeconomic integration in life as well as death, a city adhering to its cultural heritage despite its 

absorbtion into the Anglo-American united states, an urban center that had opted not to lose its 

painful histories of colonization, slavery, and disaster by removing, relocating, and diminishing 

death. 

 

JNB de Pouilly: Graveyard Architecture and Urban Parallels 

 While above ground cemeteries were a stable of the city by the early nineteenth-century, the 

architecture and aesthetic of such tombs took a shift for the extravagant and artistic in the 

midcentury.  A major catalyst for the transition from austere but visible housing for the dead to 

beautiful and showy tombs was the French-born architect JNB de Pouilly. 

 After moving from France to New Orleans in 1833, de Pouilly designed many buildings for 

both the living and the deceased populations, including many homes, St. Louis Cathedral located in 

the French Quarter, the now-defunct Creole cultural hub the St. Louis Exchange Hotel, and 

countless tombs. (McDowell, 138, 152) Drawing directly from elaborate French architecture, de 

Pouilly introduced the French revival style to New Orleans’ urban structures while further 

propagating French cultural influences in the city.  Upon noting the successes of particular French 

architectural styles within the city, de Pouilly applied the same designs to tombs, leading homes and 

graves to have an even more similar look than before.  (Ibid, 139)  Given the supremely regular 

gridded pattern of the cemeteries, which already echoed the layout of the surrounding 

neighborhood, graveyards made after de Pouilly’s arrival looked increasingly like scaled-down 

versions of the city. The varying tomb designs gave cemeteries the appearance of being more 

extravagant and active.  The sentiment implied by the architecture appropriately echoed cultural 

feelings about death and burial—that it should be active and beautiful, not shunned.  The liveliness 

of the graveyard served as a reminder of the asserted impermanence of death itself. 



By the mid-19th century, graveyards were increasingly visible, urbanized, densely crowded, 

and beautiful, much like the city itself.  Though many still believe that the tombs were placed above 

ground due only to geological rather than cultural influences, 19th century technology allowed for the 

lowering of the water table to prevent underground graves from flooding, and New Orleanians did 

not alter their burial customs. (Ibid) The largely ignored option of below-ground interments proves 

that the population viewed the prominent urban display of death as in sync with their cultural and 

familial traditions. 

 

Family Ties, Neighborhood Bonds, and Mutual Aid through 19th Century Entombment  

Breaking with tradition, though, was a new ability to display one’s economic standing 

through the commission of a unique and beautiful tomb.  As the population grew and burial space 

became scarcer, the reality of the financial burden of entombment led the living to address issues of 

mortality more directly and cooperatively.  Those who could not afford individual tombs or who 

wished to continue to reside in the company of close companions in death designed many burial 

options alternative to the individual raised tomb, including the society tomb and the family tomb.  

(Ibid, 141-142)  

The family tomb quickly became the most common entombment option in New Orleans.  

Because burial space was so limited even in the nineteenth century, cemeteries began to reuse graves, 

allowing members of the same family to open the tomb after the decay of one body, gathering and 

isolating the bones of the long deceased, and placing the casket of the newly deceased within the 

same tomb.  This was a much more affordable option for many families, as graveyards sold the small 

cemetery plot upon which the grave stood, (tombs being so close together, the apportion was hardly 

larger than the area occupied by the grave) leaving only the additional cost of burial for each passing 

family member.  In addition to being more affordable, the promise of perpetual rest with many 



generations of ancestors was appealing to New Orleanians.  This intermixing of generations within 

one vault echoed the ways in which living families arranged themselves in urban New Orleans—

often with many generations under one roof.  Among the living, this arrangement led easy and 

integrated discussion of death and burial into everyday life, as residents would daily pass tombs of 

their ancestors, knowing full well that they, too, will eventually be put to rest there.  (Florence, 26-

27) Knowing the exact place of one’s eventual and final rest may be deemed morbid to outsiders, 

but such knowledge was not uncomfortable to New Orleanians, but rather empowering and 

grounding to individuals and their families, reminding them of their cultural and ancestral place in 

the neighborhood.  Family tombs remain the most popular type of tomb in New Orleans, (Ibid) and 

this ideology persists.   

The necessity and ease of frank discussion about death, ancestry, and the intergenerational 

perpetuation of family bonds encouraged the strong family ties that are endogenous to New Orleans 

today.  Knowing that one’s bones may be put to rest with the bones of ancestors who may have 

been slaves, slaveholders, abolitionists, refugees or freed blacks has tied and continues to tie 

populations to their place-specific history, giving residents a greater sense of permanence and 

meaning within their city.   

But for those without surviving kin, and for members of poor or subaltern classes, 

purchasing a cemetery plot and a family tomb has not always been possible.  As noted, cultural 

traditions around death and burial were adapting and becoming even more visible and prominent in 

the 19th century with the developing artistry of tombs; creole rituals became more visible due to the 

abolition of greater numbers of slaves until the eventual end of slavery in 1865.  Burial being so 

central to New Orleans culture at this point, support groups were established to help provide funds 

for funeral and burial procedures.  These groups, dubbed “Mutual Aid and Benevolent Societies,” 

were largely organized around fraternity, profession, military service, immigrant groups and 



ethnicity, religious affiliation, or impoverished neighborhood communities.  Hundreds of such 

societies existed in New Orleans by the end of the 19th century.  The society tomb emerged out of 

these organizations, providing a cheaper alternative to the family tomb in which a member of a 

benevolent society could be buried in the society’s collective tomb for relatively cheap.  (Florence, 

128-129) (See Figures 1.1 and 1.2) Members of the benevolent society worked together to provide 

funds for such rituals, creating neighborhood and cultural bonds in life that were initiated, uniquely, 

by death.  Such mutual benevolent societies have remained an integral and uniting force within New 

Orleans neighborhoods.  (We will return to this later.) It can easily be argued that New Orleans is 

the only American city in which prospects of death and burial have created active neighborhood and 

community empowerment groups.  Thus urban graveyards in the 19th century served to define New 

Orleans both as a place of strong family bonds and strong neighborhood and community bonds, all 

through the lens of death, ancestry, collective history, and their ties to the city. 

Throughout the 19th century, New Orleans mortuary practices thus continued to run counter 

to those of Anglo-America, and the graveyard served as a community spiritual center.  Mourning 

was frank and public, and the urban community was united across generations. (Upton, 141) Church 

events and holidays like All Saints Day were celebrated on cemetery grounds.  (Florence, 31) No 

New Orleans resident could ignore the graveyard, as their physical presence was unavoidable, and 

their cultural role demanded that every living person give consideration to their own burial within a 

family or society tomb. 

The 19th century model of the urban graveyard was replicated numerous times throughout 

New Orleans, the city today having over 40 such cemeteries.  Architecturally, the cemeteries have 

largely stayed the same for nearly two centuries.  And while neighborhood interaction with the urban 

cemeteries may look somewhat different than it did in the nineteenth century, the graveyard has 

remained a prominent feature of the New Orleans neighborhood. 



 

Modern Use of the New Orleans Graveyard 
 
Cultural Legacy and Neighborhood Bonding through Mortuary Ritual 
 
 While the continuation of Rural Cemetery ideology has led other American cities to close 

and eventually relocate their graveyards that have been subsumed by the city through growth, New 

Orleans has not closed their urban gravesites.  Furthermore, what rural cemeteries were to 19th 

century America the memorial park was to 20th century America, creating manicured lawns with 12 

by 24 inch plaques that lay flush with the ground, further invisiblizing death. (Yalom, 47) We can see 

that New Orleans city planners had multiple opportunities remove death and burial from urban life, 

but New Orleanians time and time again chose to continue and advance their unusual and contrary 

burial rituals, boldly adhering to cultural practices that defy the very ideology of death in Anglo-

America, an ideology that requires insulation from and avoidance of death.  (Dennis, 385)   

Many American cities, especially densely populated cities, have tried to ban cemeteries within 

urban boundaries, often with success, arguing that cemeteries have a “psychological and depressive 

effect on the neighborhood.”  (Lehrer, 185-6) Many modern-day studies indicate that urban land 

values decrease with proximity to a cemetery, implying a widespread interest in distancing one’s 

home or workspace from the spaces of the dead.  (Ibid; Pope-Chappel, 1) Yet such concerns have 

not seemed to threaten modern urban planners in New Orleans, as the city holds 44 cemeteries 

within only 72 neighborhoods; if such an amenity were detrimental to land values in the way it is in 

other American cities, planners would have followed suit and relocated urban graveyards outside the 

city.  Thus it is clear that the presence of a cemetery is not considered a negative asset to a New 

Orleans neighborhood.  

In fact, many of the city’s most prominent and enduring traditions continue to be oriented 

around graveyards.  Perhaps the most prominent of these traditions is the celebration of All Saints’ 



Day held annually on November 1st.  The first celebration occurred as a celebration of the reopening 

of St. Peters Cemetery in 1743.  The tradition of this celebration grew and evolved over the 

centuries until the holiday was widely understood as being one of the most important days of the 

year by the 19th century. Historically, the weeks leading up to November 1st have seen graveyards 

occupied with family and friends tending to the graves of loved ones, whitewashing and cleaning the 

tombs and plots. Today much of the immense labor in the weeks leading up to the holiday is less 

prominent.  But many family and community rituals have persisted—graves are decorated, picnics 

are held on cemetery grounds, Mass is held within the cemetery, and a priest processes through the 

graveyard to bless the tombs.  All Saints’ Day, the feast day of the deceased, is viewed as one of the 

most important days for neighbors and family members to eat and discuss together, using cemetery 

grounds as a meeting place.  And while Memorial Day passes with little regard, New Orleans is the 

only American city where schools and municipal offices close on November 1st.  (Florence, 31-47) 

One of the most prominent annual celebrations promoting neighborhood, family, and cultural 

empowerment, then, is centered around graveyards. (See Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.2) 

But why have standard American cemetery and burial trends not found a foothold in New 

Orleans? Why this rogue insistence on creole tradition?  While other American cities have been able 

make difficult or unflattering history invisible to the privileged and thus power-holding populations, 

New Orleans is a city that finds it hard to escape its painful history of disaster, slavery, and pain.  

Issues of racism, violence, and natural disaster today are as prominent and visible as ever in New 

Orleans.  Differences in architecture, attitude, and ritual embody these histories.  Adherence to and 

proliferation of creole culture through such mediums presents a visible rejection of Anglo-American 

society, and a recognition of an unusual and painful past.  But out of an embracing of these rough 

histories has emerged spatially-situated means of coping, means of survival.  The existence of 

unusually strong family and community ties is inseparable from these histories.  Thus the living 



community has been shaped by death and history.  Such communities, like those formed around 

benevolent societies, could not exist without the acknowledgement of such struggles and a 

recognition of shared pain and humanity.  To remove death and history from the urban landscape 

would thus rid New Orleans of the strongest points of social order in the city.   

 Mutual benevolent societies, initially established to offset funerary and burial costs, today 

organize and unite working class, largely black neighborhood residents through weekly meetings and 

regular events.  These groups function as alternative neighborhood associations with a focus on 

social issues and social justice rather than local business development (as is the case with mainstream 

neighborhood associations).  Many such societies have an explicit goal of using creole ritual and 

neighborhood organization as an alternative to the violent status quo of the neighborhood. The 

organizations are multi-generational, seeking to pass down historical knowledge of the 

neighborhood, (Regis, 473-474) serving as a reminder that difficult times have befallen New Orleans 

in the past, but that the city has been built and rebuilt by survivors. 

Such groups, now known as Social Aid and Pleasure Clubs, continue to sponsor funerals and 

burials, and the most visible of their events, the jazz funeral, directly involves neighborhood 

graveyards.  These clubs fund and organize jazz funerals for prominent members of the 

neighborhood.  (Ibid) The ceremony combines traditions of French military-style marching band 

processional funerals and West African funerary dances to honor ancestral spirits, yet another 

example of living and visible creole culture. (Berry, 1) Such a cultural conglomerate could not have 

arisen in any other American city.   

The tradition of the jazz funeral began at the beginning of the 20th century as a means of 

honoring prominent community members. (White, 823-824) Today, the tradition is carried almost 

exclusively by working-class black populations, for whom the historic struggles of natural disaster, 

social segregation, poverty, and violence have continued most prominently.  Today at such funerals, 



the affiliated Social Aid and Pleasure Club provides traditional costumes and organizes and hires a 

brass band, who marches publicly with the family and close friends of the deceased through the 

neighborhood and into the graveyard for the burial proceedings, quietly playing slow, sorrowful 

dirges. As the honored individual has very recently passed, this “first line” is often somber and very 

mournful.  But the procession out of the graveyard is much more carousing and publicly engaging.  

The band loudly plays upbeat, celebratory songs, and the procession gathers more and more 

neighborhood residents as it passes through.  Scores of people join in the public celebration, 

forming the “second line” of dancing and parading.  This post-burial event, referred as it is named 

for those who join as the parade travels.  The social club preemptively approves such a parade with 

the city, ensuring the safe and legal procession of participants. (Regis, 473-475)    

Today, the tradition of and expansion on the New Orleans celebration of death allows a 

connection to subaltern cultural traditions and serves to empower oppressed New Orleans 

populations, as second line parades are visible disruptions to the violent and racist status quo of 

modern impoverished neighborhoods.  Today Social Aid and Pleasure Clubs explicitly seek to create 

an alternative social order within their neighborhoods, and parades are often the only time when 

young black residents can walk with relative safely into neighboring gang turfs.  The interruption of 

traffic flow adds a new level of visibility to death within the community, as it relates the claiming of 

power and urban space directly to the celebration of the lives of neighbors.  (Ibid, 476-479) Parades 

still occur nearly every weekend, either to honor a recently deceased member of the club or to honor 

a club’s anniversary.   (Ibid, 472) Through these practices neighborhood cohesion is promoted, and 

the urban landscape is altered and partially defined by the linkages between life and death, between 

history and present, and between city and graveyard.  

 

The Question of Ownership: The Graveyard as a Symbol of Permanence and Resistance to Gentrification 



The uniqueness of New Orleans’ graveyards and the attitudes about death that are so 

unusual to most Americans has not been lost on the city’s tourism industry.  The tourism industry 

promotes New Orleans as a city of celebration and good times, obscuring historical difficulties and 

present-day struggles, attempting to integrate and homogenize New Orleans into the Anglo-

American understanding by making it a caricature of itself, a fabricated destination like Las Vegas. 

Among the most common of tourist attractions are “haunted history” tours of the city; hotel and 

casino lines like Harrahs, vampire novelists like Anne Rice, and even city politicians have thrown 

parades in the second line style, appropriating creole and working-class culture to promote 

consumerism and tourism in New Orleans.  (Ibid, 476) 

Such cooptation of second lines and the creole culture of death serves to exploit New 

Orleans history and culture while simultaneously removing all elements of pain and suffering, 

promoting an ahistorical picture of the city.  (473) For example, Anne Rice recently organized and 

through herself a New Orleans style “funeral,” parading through the tourist hub of the French 

Quarter in a coffin. This event was a promotional scheme for a new book.  Such a removal of the 

second line practice from the first line (a concept tourists are much less familiar with) invisibilizes 

the pain and suffering of mourning, choosing only to highlight the “exotic” and celebratory aspects 

of the way New Orleans copes with death.   

Since Hurricane Katrina, the city has seen an influx of many young, educated, and 

comparatively wealthy white people.  Many of the new, transplanted residents have taken an interest 

in this culture and have sought out such parades and have participated in voodoo or haunting-

themed tours of the city.  Many tourists and white, upper-class New Orleans residents thus believe 

they have truly witnessed or even participated in a piece of New Orleans culture.  But most have a 

very fabricated understanding of New Orleanians’ relationship to death and to their city’s 

graveyards, as they do not see the neighborhoods that such parades historically take place in, nor do 



they see the Social Aid and Pleasure Clubs that organize the true jazz funerals and second line 

parades. 

 But there is a limit to such exploitation when we consider the central role that graveyards 

play, both culturally and physically, within a neighborhood.  Though the unique culture of death and 

second line parades have been relatively easily coopted to promote tourism and middle class cultural 

voyeurism, and many transplanted newcomers without a thorough understanding of New Orleans 

history or creole culture and without bloodlines within the city have been encouraged to claim some 

physical spaces and cultural practices as their own, graveyards present a challenge to those 

promoting gentrification.  A graveyard cannot be co-opted.  As a visitor, the space is explicitly 

understood to belong to someone else.  A graveyard is a physical embodiment of a spatially-situated 

history, a history that can only be claimed by those who have a true connection to it.  A graveyard, 

especially one as prominent as those in New Orleans, suggests permanence, ownership over a city 

and a neighborhood.  Names on tombstones do not change, and one who does not have relatives 

buried in their neighborhood’s graveyard cannot fake it.  To long-time residents, the graveyard can 

serve as a vestige of hope against gentrification, a physical manifestation of their longstanding 

connection to the city and their ancestral role in the formation of its culture.  It can serve as a visible 

rebuttal to the tourism industry’s depiction of New Orleans as strictly a city of good times, especially 

when many graves are unkempt, symbolizing the end of a bloodline or the abandonment of a loved 

one. To those newcomers who have a genuine respect for New Orleans culture and an interest in 

allowing its proliferation, the graveyard can serve as a good reminder that it takes countless 

generations to develop such a culture, and that one must actively work not to silence such histories.  

Race and class privileges allow gentrifiers to ignore the ways in which their actions may be displacing 

the very cultures and populations that they supposedly celebrate and understand.  The existence of 



the urban graveyard confronts the gentry population with the realities of history and the question of 

ownership, making issues of displacement more visible.   

  

Conclusion 
 
Looking Back, Moving Forward: The Future of the New Orleans Neighborhood Graveyard 
 
 The development of New Orleans as a culturally diverse urban hub coincided with the 

development of prominent and visible graveyards within the city, situated within regular city blocks 

and designed so similarly to the city of the living they were dubbed the “cities of the dead.” (See 

Figures 3.1 and 3.2.) The similar aesthetics “[bind living] and dead urbanites into a community that 

stretches unbroken through time.” (Upton, 12) From the early days of urban New Orleans, 

graveyards were intentionally integrated into everyday city life, giving staying power and physical 

recognition to West African, French, and Spanish cultural influences.  The persistence of disaster 

made death unusually present in the city, and cultural persuasions that did not seek to invisibilize 

death allowed for public expression of both mournful and celebratory funerary rituals. 

 Throughout the centuries, New Orleans has been no stranger to disaster, and death has 

never been anything less than a central factor of life in the city.  Unlike in many other American 

cities, death has not been removed from the living urban psyche, and funerary monuments and 

rituals have not been invisibilized and removed from the urban community.    

 But there is no doubt that funerary practices and neighborhood residents’ interaction with 

their graveyards have changed over the centuries.  While All Saints Day is still a widely celebrated 

holiday, the weeks of meticulous grave cleaning, decorating, and white washing leading up to the 

holiday are largely unobserved by the current generation.  (Florence, 46) Some older jazz musicians 

fear that second lines and brass band traditions are losing sight of their heritage, as many younger 

musicians do not play the traditional jazz standards, but are instead arranging their own version of 



modern pop and hip-hop songs.  (White, 824) Most recently, Hurricanes Katrina and Isaac have 

been especially devastating to the poor and black populations who carry on many of New Orleans’ 

creole funerary traditions, and many musicians and neighbors were themselves killed by the storms 

or have been unable or unwilling to return to the devastation.  A new population of largely young, 

creative, out-of-town white people have moved to New Orleans post-Katrina, and the frequent sight 

of abandoned family tombs can lead one to wonder about the future of the graveyards, when 

bloodlines end or move away from New Orleans, and more transplants have no predetermined final 

resting place, or move out of town before they reach old age. 

 But there are still many signs that neighborhood graveyards and funerary practices continue 

to be a crucial part of New Orleans culture.  All Saints Day continues to be an important holiday for 

residents to picnic in graveyards and catch up with friends, neighbors, and relatives who have grown 

distant.  It could easily be argued that the younger generations’ adaptation of traditional jazz funeral 

and brass band music is a sign that this generation wishes to reinterpret the tradition and continue it 

for themselves.  The Catholic archdiocese and many preservation groups have taken on issues of 

graveyard and tombstone restoration, (Florence, 195) and even individuals without familial 

connections are often moved by New Orleans cemetery culture to maintain an abandoned tomb, 

giving a more permanent visibility to past members of the neighborhood. (Ibid, 47) The New 

Orleans graveyard presents us with a unique opportunity to listen to history, as it is imbedded 

seamlessly into nearly every neighborhood.  These graveyards are a physical reminder of the cultural 

groups and what events that have made New Orleans such a unique place.  They are actively used in 

neighborhoods for parades, funerals, picnics, or just casual strolls.  Such daily use and visibility 

forces tradition to be an active concept; the graveyards serve as a buffer against culturally 

homogenizing forces of gentrification, tourism, and Anglo-American urbanism and consumerism.  

For newcomers, the graveyard is a place to learn and honor history—a history that may welcome 



newcomers but inherently belongs to long-time New Orleans residents.  On the most basic level, an 

understanding of the cultural and historical uniqueness of New Orleans’ urban graveyards and 

upholding the traditions associated with these spaces will help ensure the continuation of the uniting 

and empowering role of the sites.   

 From a traditional American city planning perspective, inner-city graveyards are largely 

considered a nuisance; morbid and depressing areas accidently subsumed through urban growth.  

Histories are eradicated and graves relocated to the edge of town in order to make way for more 

appealing and marketable urban spaces.  And while New Orleans’ history as a French and Spanish 

colony with major visible West African influences makes its inner-city graveyards especially unique 

and relevant, all cities could take advice from New Orleans city planners and the residents whose 

spatially-specific traditions influence their plans.   

 Though there are few cultural similarities between New Orleans and Anglo-America, one 

potential point of comparison to highlight is the American war or tragedy memorial.  War memorials 

are commonplace, especially in the American east, and though they are often very somber places, 

city planners and residents alike have agreed that such local tragedies deserve a place in the public 

psyche.  It is widely understood that it is better that such histories, however painful, not be erased 

from the landscape. Residents and visitors alike must confront the painful histories of their 

neighborhoods or their ancestors through a physical impediment, a monument that makes such 

histories impossible to ignore.  Because to ignore it would be to ignore the events that have defined 

the culture and the collective memory of the local population.  These memorials, over time, become 

more and more active, with temporal rituals forming around anniversaries or seasons.  Indeed, in the 

words of one mortuary theorist, “the war memorial in each village is the only monument that is as 

living, and as frequented, as the church.” (Ragon, 110) Similarly, there has more recently been a push 

in urban areas to recognize and memorialize tragedies not specifically related to military combat, and 



to honor victims of varying types of violence or destruction.  Tragedy has been given space in the 

urban environment through memorials to murdered indigenous people, to black victims of racist 

vigilantism, to victims of local natural disasters or infrastructural failures, and to victims of terrorist 

attacks, most notably to the victims of the September 11th attacks.  While it is true that a landowner 

may make a profit by selling their land to a memorial builder, it is also true that memorials inherently 

create a space that is not based in consumerism, does not generate capital, and forces people to 

recognize the often painful history that has shaped a city or a neighborhood.  But nearly every 

American city is shaped largely by tragedy, by difficult legacies of colonialism, racism, loss, and 

hardship.  These histories are often made invisible to those who did not face their legacies on a daily 

basis, and while urban graveyards may not explicitly educate passers-by on such painful events, they 

carve out a physical space in the neighborhood for reflection on difficult histories and their lasting 

legacies.  The prevalence of war and tragedy memorials makes it clear that city planners and urban 

residents alike acknowledge that there is a place for the recognition of history, hardship, and loss in 

the urban center.  If city planners and residents could regard graveyards as serving the same goal, the 

rest of America could discover the crucial role that such spaces can play in preserving culture and 

history by integrating it into urban life. Since the beginning, New Orleans has done just this.  The 

age-old integration of loss and death into the city’s architecture and layout has allowed for the 

continuation and the advancement of a culture unique and often invisibilized in America.  

Through their active engagement with their neighborhood graveyards, the people of New 

Orleans have demonstrated to city officials and city planners that the graveyard is an important 

community asset, and that it is a cultural necessity to have these sites open and actively used.  And 

while it may be true that post-Katrina New Orleans has seen increasing in price for the city’s land, 

the combined efforts of cemetery preservationists, Social Aid and Pleasure Clubs, and community 

members have prevented urban planners from closing and relocating cemeteries in order to make 



the space more marketable to newcomers.  While capital often wins out in city planning, the 

continued use and existence of New Orleans’ neighborhood graveyards shows that culture, heritage, 

and tradition can be more important than capital. 
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 (Brock, 142)           (Brock, 123) 
 
Figure 2.1 All Saints’ Day 1885   (Florence, 30) 

 



Figure 2.2  A modern All Saints’ Day Mass being held inside the cemetery  

 
(Florence, 44) 
 
Figure 2.3 A man whitewashing his family’s tomb before All Saints’ Day 

 
(Florence, 35) 
 



Figure 3.1 Graveyard arranged in grids, resembling city streets (Brock, 126)

  
 
Figure 3.2 St. Louis Cemetery Number Two (Brock, 21) 
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